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1 Overview 
Under the Office of Emergency Services (OES), the City of 

Sacramento, in partnership with Sacramento County, 

warming centers are typically activated when there are 

forecasted extreme cold/freeze warnings or wind chill 

warnings for more than three days accompanied by 

overnight temperatures of 32°F or less. In the winter of 

2016/2017, in response to unseasonably cold and wet 

weather and some tragic deaths in the homeless 

community, the City decided to pilot an alternate approach 

to “warming centers”, creating winter weather refuge 

centers that were not solely dependent on temperature 

and which allowed access to populations traditionally not served in emergency homeless shelters. Over the 

course of the winter, the City opened three centers, and Sacramento County opened an additional two. 

This report details the operations, outcomes and costs of the three centers operated by the City.  

2 Program Goals and Description 
The City opened three distinct weather refuge centers over the course of the winter. In general, the refuge 

centers were intended to provide a safe, warm place for people experiencing homelessness to stay 

overnight during the cold, wet winter weather. In addition to providing basic sheltering services, the winter 

weather refuge program provided the opportunity to offer overnight shelter with few barriers to entry, 

including allowing mixed genders in one location, allowing people to enter with possessions, and allowing 

people to shelter along with their pets. In this way, the City was aiming to ensure shelter availability for 

populations who typically might not access traditional homeless shelters. 

The urgency of the winter weather dictated that the City open each center rather quickly, relying on the 

experience of OES and our partner sheltering organizations to design programs that could safely and 

efficiently serve the target populations.  Given the different staffing patterns, target populations and 

capacity, each center operated slightly different than the others. However, all three embraced the following 

operational principles: 

✓ Provide safe, warm shelter and respite from the elements to people in need 

✓ Offer referrals and links to services, including medical, housing and other supportive services 

✓ To the greatest extent possible, allow people to “come as they are” without barriers to entry 

3 Program Operations 

3.1 Sites 
Two City-owned sites and one privately owned site hosted the winter weather refuge program, each 

opening independently as resources were identified. 

Site Day Opened Maximum Capacity Operator 

Southside Poolhouse December 24, 2016 40 OES/City Parks 

Downtown (11th Street) January 26, 2017 40 Volunteers of America 

Wind Youth Center February 8, 2017 20 Wind Youth Services 
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3.2 Partners 
The first winter weather refuge center was opened at Southside Poolhouse, led by the City’s Office of 

Emergency Services and Parks and Recreation Department. The Southside Poolhouse was staffed primarily 

by volunteers, with oversight by City Parks staff and security provided by Sacramento Police Department.  

Over the course of the winter, over 70 volunteers donated over 800 hours of service to keep this center 

open for 38 nights. 

Conversely, the Downtown and Wind Youth refuge centers were staffed by professional staff from 

homeless serving organizations: Volunteers of America (VOA) and Wind Youth Services. With the 

professional staffing at these locations, the only City related staffing was security at the Downtown center 

provided by Sacramento Police. 

3.3 Guest Access 
The Southside Poolhouse and Downtown centers 

were “first come, first served” and were primarily 

accessed via guests walking up. In limited cases, 

Sacramento Police would transport people in 

need after hours who were encountered during 

patrols. However, in that the capacity of both 

centers was typically reached when the centers 

first opened, it was infrequent that there was 

space for police transports in the middle of the 

night. 

The Wind Youth center operated slightly 

differently, in that the winter weather refuge center was essentially an expansion of their day center, which 

provides services and support to youth ages 18-24 on a daily basis. In that Wind had existing relationships 

with youth using their day center, the staff worked to identify the most vulnerable youth and invite them 

to stay overnight.  

3.4 Rules and Regulations 
In general, all three centers aimed to reduce barriers to entry and services such that people traditionally 

not served by emergency shelters could be sheltered. The general rules that all three followed were: 

✓ No smoking on site 

✓ No alcohol or drugs permitted on site 

✓ No weapons 

✓ Pets must either be crated or under the control of their owner 

At the two sites operating in City-owned property (Southside and Downtown), Sacramento Police provided 

security and required a search of property and possessions before entry. 

3.5 Services 
The weather refuge centers were designed to provide only essential safety, security, warmth and 

food/water. To that end, each center provided water and/or other beverages, a small snack and blankets 

or sleeping bags. In addition to the volunteers, City staff and staff of VOA and Wind, many community 

partners volunteered time to help link guests to other services, including: 
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• Elica Health 

• Sutter Health  

• Veterinarian Dr. Jim Reynolds 

• Sacramento Steps Forward 

• Sacramento County Adult Protective Services 

• Sacramento County Department of Human 

Assistance 

4 Program Costs and Funding 
Funding for the three winter weather refuge centers was a partnership between the City and many private 

businesses who donated funding to make the centers successful. The costs and funding for each center is 

summarized below. 

 Southside 1 Downtown Wind Youth 

COSTS:    

Salaries & Benefits $57,839 $37,204 $45,522 

Program Supplies $2,977 - $3,789 

Food & Beverage - $9,344 $5,768 

Rest Mats - - $317 

Housekeeping/Laundry - $316 $4,958 

Utilities $900 - $2,646 

Volunteer Coordination - - $2,000 

Administration - $4,405 - 

Total Operational Costs $68,065 $51,268 $65,000 

    Sacramento PD Security 2 $24,205 $43,569 - 

    Total Program Costs $92,270 $94,837 $65,000 

    FUNDING:    

General Funds $68,065 $33,768 $65,000 

Sacramento PD  $24,205 $43,569 - 

Donations - $17,500 - 

Total Funding $92,270 $94,837 $65,000 

 

The cost variation is due to multiple factors, most notably the difference between operating in a City owned 

facility (Southside and Downtown) versus a privately-owned facility (Wind). For the Wind program, Wind 

Youth Services covered utilities, supplies and other costs that the City absorbed in City owned facilities (for 

example, City janitorial staff cleaned the City facilities each day). Additionally, in the City owned facilities, 

the City provided security (Sacramento Police) whereas at the Wind center, Wind Youth Services included 

the cost of security (non-sworn officers) in their personnel costs. 

On average, each “bed night” at the warming centers cost $52 in combined public and private costs. 

However, the primary driver of costs was use of City Parks staff and Police; the cost at the Downtown 

                                                           
1 In addition to the costs detailed below, the estimated value of volunteer hours at the Southside Poolhouse was 
more than $19,000. 
2 Not all PD costs were charged to the refuge center program. PD costs are actuals.  
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center, which was staffed most similarly to a shelter, exclusive of City Police staff costs was approximately 

$19 per bed per night. As a comparison, the average per bed night cost for an emergency shelter bed in a 

single adult shelter in Sacramento is approximately $37. 

5 Program Outcomes 

5.1 Background 
Data was collected each night by on-site staff on forms designed by the City. The following information was 

requested to be collected from refuge center guests: first name, last name, date of birth or age, gender, as 

well as observed information such as enter/exit times and how the person accessed the shelter (i.e. walk 

up, dropped off by police, etc.). The data collected was handwritten and transposed to a spreadsheet by 

City staff on a weekly basis. City staff worked to clean the data as much as possible and combined all data 

to provide the analysis below. 3 

5.2 Total Stays 
As shown in figure 5.1, most of the weather refuge centers’ guests stayed between one and five times. 368 

guests stayed just once at any of the three refuge centers. Figure 5.2 on the following page displays the 

minimum and maximum occupancy throughout the weather refuge centers’ operation. There was not a 

night when any of the three refuge centers were empty. 

                                                           
3 Many guests used alternate names or alternate spellings of the same name. For the purpose of keeping the data 
consistent, guests’ names were altered to match the most reported name or spelling of a name. For example, if John 
White reported his name as John Wite three times and John White six times, he would be recorded as John White. If 
someone reported their name as Jonathan White five times and John White three times, both with the same 
birthday, that person would be recorded as Jonathan White and John would be noted as an alternate name. 
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5.3 Shelter Usage 

Southside Pool Weather Refuge Center  

The Southside Pool weather refuge center was opened for 38 nights between December 24, 2016 and 
March 31, 2017, and had a capacity of 40 guests. There was an average occupancy of 26 guests per night. 
However, on five nights out of the 38 total nights open, this refuge center was over capacity with an average 
of 42 guests.   

Downtown Weather Refuge Center  

The Downtown weather refuge center was opened every night between January 26, 2017 and March 31, 
2017, for a total of 65 nights in operation. The Downtown weather refuge center was over capacity on 60 
of the 65 nights it was opened. On average, there were 50 guests per night.  

Wind Weather Refuge Center  

The Wind weather refuge center was opened every night between February 8, 2017 and March 31, 2017 
for a total of 52 nights. With a capacity of 20 guests per night, the Wind weather refuge center went over 
capacity on one night over the 52-night period. On average, there were 17 guests per night at this refuge 
center.  

Figure 5.2 Minimum and maximum occupancy at all three winter weather refuge centers 

 
Capacity 

Occupancy 

 Minimum Night Maximum Night 

Southside Winter Refuge Center 40 2 44 

Downtown Winter Refuge Center 40 16 69 

Wind Winter Refuge Center 20 11 21 

 

5.4 Demographics 
  

Over the course of the winter, there 

were over 5,000 bed night stays of 

approximately 730 unique people. 

66% of refuge center guests were 

male, 33% were female, and about 

1% were transgender. Approximately 39 unique pets were recorded as well. Unique guests account for 

repeat guests at the same center and guests who may visit more than one refuge center. Guests with pets 

tend to return frequently. While unique pets cannot be counted (identifying information was not collected), 

this approximation assumes that repeat guests return with repeat pets.  

Of the 730 unique people, 665 provided both their age and gender and are, therefore, included in the 

analysis below. Figure 5.4 shows the gender and age distribution of the unique guests. There were 

Unique Guests Unique 
Pets 

(approx.) 
Total Men Women Transgender 

730 484 239 7 39 

Figure 5.3: Unique Guests 
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significantly more men than women who utilized the refuge centers. Additionally, persons aged 36-50 

stayed at the refuge centers more than any other age group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 presents the number of guests by their age group and gender. A total of 65 people did not 

disclose their age and were therefore not counted. Figure 5.6 looks at total stays by refuge center, which 

includes many repeat stays by individual people. 

When looking at stay data, one can see that older 

guests stayed at the centers more than any other age 

group, meaning that older guests returned multiple 

times as compared to younger guests. Guests 

between the ages of 51-69 utilized the refuge centers 

over 500 times more than guests aged 36-50, and 

between 800 and 1,600 times more than the other 

age groups listed. Guests age 70 and over are the 

smallest subset of unique guests and utilized the 

refuge centers the least. 

 

 Southside Downtown Wind 

 
Stays 

People 
Stays 

People 
Stays 

People 

Age M F T M F T M F T 

18-24 50 34 16 0 85 64 17 4 908 624 255 29 

25-35 148 102 40 6 386 252 118 16     

36-50 340 252 88 0 971 603 368 0     

51-69 308 204 104 0 1,580 884 694 2     

70+ 48 40 8 0 189 131 58 0     

 

 

Unique People 

Age 
Gender 

M F T Total 

18-24 62 21 3 86 

25-35 72 44 3 119 

36-50 151 70 0 221 

51-69 142 75 1 218 

70+ 11 10 0 21 

Total 438 220 7 665 
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Figure 5.4: Winter Weather Refuge Expansion
Age & Gender Distribution
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Ages 0-17 are included in this graph for reporting purposes only. Although families with 

minor children entered the winter refuge centers, none of them stayed a full night. All 

were given hotel vouchers and were transported to a hotel.  

 

Figure 5.5 Unique people by age & gender 

 

Figure 5.6 Total stays by age, gender and location 
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5.5 Connection to Services 
Of the 665 people who disclosed their age, 661 were able to be 

evaluated for previous assessment in the Homeless 

Management Information System (HMIS) database administered 

by Sacramento Steps Forward (SSF). These 661 people 

(approximately 90% of the unique people who stayed at the 

centers) were matched by SSF because they provided an 

authentic first name, last name, and their age to refuge center 

volunteer staff members.  

Of the 661 authentic names provided, 307 (46%) were identified 

in HMIS.  

 

SSF looked at data going back ten years to identify those people who had previously been served by the 

homeless system of care. The 307 individuals identified in HMIS were further evaluated to determine if 

the following applies to them:  

• If the guest is a veteran 

• If the guest is chronically homeless 

• If the guest had any previous stays in: 

o emergency shelter 

o transitional housing 

o rapid rehousing 

o permanent supportive housing 

• If the guest was actively enrolled in a program as 

of April 20, 2017 

• If the guest had an assigned navigator through Sacramento Steps Forward 

• If the guest had been assessed using the VI-SPDAT evaluation 4 

• If the guest was active on the “community queue”, indicating they were currently waiting for 

housing placement 

Demographics 

Of the 307 weather refuge guests who were entered in HMIS, very few were identified as veterans or 

chronically homeless. While identification as one of these subpopulations is self-identified in HMIS, with 

only 23 veterans and 61 chronically homeless individuals, the rate of the appearance of these 

subpopulations in the centers is much lower than in the general homeless population. In that over half of 

the winter weather refuge guests were not in HMIS, it is difficult to say that those in HMIS are 

representative of those not in HMIS. 

                                                           
4 Vulnerability Index – Service Prioritization Decision Assistance Tool 

730
• Unique People

661
• Authentic Names

307
• Identified in HMIS
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Stays in the Homeless System of Care 

69% of those guests identified in HMIS had previous shelter stays in addition to staying at the refuge centers 

and 31% had never stayed in a shelter before staying at the refuge centers. In addition to other shelter 

stays, stays in transitional housing, rapid rehousing, and permanent supportive housing were also 

examined. 10% had previous transitional housing stays, 9% had previous rapid rehousing stays, 7% had 

previous permanent supportive housing stays. These percentages are not mutually exclusive as some may 

have stayed in transitional housing and in rapid rehousing or any combination of the three services.  

Outreach/Navigation Services 

While SSF navigators were not available every night at the winter weather refuge center, SSF did adjust the 

hours for one navigator such that he could be available on most nights to assess guests and help link those 

not connected. 173 of the 307 verified names were reported to have been in contact with a navigator. 

Furthermore, based on corresponding dates, 57 people were connected to a navigator during the weather 

refuge centers’ operations as a result of the SSF navigator’s connection to the weather refuge centers. 

One of the tools that SSF uses to determine housing need and vulnerability is the VI-SPDAT assessment 

tool. The VI-SPDAT suggests a level of vulnerability based on medical needs, mental health, length of time 

homeless, social supports and other factors. Of the 200 guests who had completed the VI-SPDAT, most fell 

into the range of “high” vulnerability, indicating the possible need for on-going, intensive services and 

supportive housing. 
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Participation on the community queue was the next area assessed. Every 90 days, SSF refreshes their active 

community queue list. Being active on the community queue is indicative of that person actively working 

with a navigator within the last 90 days. 139 people are noted as active. Forty-four people are actively 

enrolled in a housing project as of April 20, 2017. Ten are currently in emergency shelters, three are 

transitioning between an emergency shelter to rapid re-housing, 18 are currently in rapid rehousing, seven 

are in transitional housing, six are in permanent supportive housing. It is not clear why people who are 

shown as being “housed” or “sheltered” would choose to use the weather refuge center. 

5.6 Additional Analysis 

Due to the attentiveness of refuge center staff, 
additional information is available on the unique 
people who utilized the refuge centers. Thirty-three of 
the 730 people, approximately 4.5%, displayed 
noticeable disabilities. This includes guests who were 
blind, deaf, displayed visible mental health issues, 
guests who displayed developmental disabilities, and 
guests who use wheelchairs or any other device used 
for mobility. Several guests had severe health issues, 
notably one guest reported having terminal cancer 
and another guest reported having broken hips and 
was observed with obvious signs of dementia. Four 
guests immediately entered the refuge centers the same day they were released from the hospital, two 
were escorted in by Sacramento Police.  

Although rare, families with minor children did enter the refuge centers, however, in all cases, they were 
provided with a hotel voucher.  Seven families with minor children came to the centers at some point during 
the winter.  Additionally, three women not included in the families with minor children count reported 
being pregnant.  

The winter weather refuge centers remained exceptionally safe as well. Only two of the 730 guests were 
escorted out by an officer for creating a disturbance.  

6 Program Reception 
In general, the guests who stayed at the winter weather refuge centers were very thankful and appreciative 

for the service. The City received many calls from guests throughout the winter, asking about access, and 

thanking staff and volunteers for the program. 

However, there were significant issues in some of the surrounding neighborhoods, especially related to the 

Downtown Winter Weather Refuge Center. Because the center was so popular with guests, the downtown 

center reached capacity every night it was open, except the first night. This lead to guests “queuing” outside 

of the center typically hours before the center opened, longer on days when it was rainy or windy. This lead 

to a lot of complaints from surrounding businesses and employees in the immediate area, which the City 

attempted to address with additional security, janitorial services and police presence. Ultimately, the 

community issues were only resolved when the center close. 
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The issues at Southside Poolhouse were much less and the City received no complaints or concerns about 

the Wind Youth Center. 

7 Lessons Learned 
The Winter Weather Refuge Centers allowed the City and community at large to re-think the way we 

provide shelter. Without a lot of planning, the City and our partners were able to provide safety, warmth 

and some connection to services for over 700 people over the course of the winter. The overall community 

reception to opening the centers was supportive, although more attention to mitigating community 

impacts in the design and operations could have helped address some of the challenges that began shortly 

after opening. 

In terms of services, it was surprising to the operators, SSF and City staff, how many people using the refuge 

centers were not connected to other homeless serving programs. More than half had no recorded 

interaction with SSF or another homeless program over ten years. As SSF works to create reports on people 

experiencing homelessness in our community, this finding may indicate the need to look more closely at 

the immediate prior living situation/location of people as they are encountered.  

Finally, the operations of the refuge centers went exceptionally well (inside the centers, notwithstanding 

the issues outside), given the low barrier to entry. The City’s weather refuge centers were by far the lowest 

barrier sheltering option, and served large numbers of people with minimal staffing. Given that there were 

virtually no issues with behavior, this may signal the need to reduce barriers at year-round shelters, such 

that those who currently cannot or will not use the resources might feel more comfortable and, ultimately, 

access those services to help end their homelessness. 

 


